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INTRODUCTION
Global crises share some important common traits: they have
beginnings, middles, endings, and discernible patterns that carry
lessons for sales leaders. One reliable pattern is that the economic
recovery from every crisis produces both winners and losers. The
question is, what can sales leaders do to ensure that their organizations
not only survive, but emerge as one of the winners?

Don’t just survive, emerge
as one of the winners.
The upturn from this crisis is likely to be faster, more far-reaching, and
more decisive than the recoveries from most previous global disruptions.
Unlike previous crises, this one is unique. To begin with, it is the closest
we have ever come to the global economy hitting a ‘pause’ button.
Despite the massive disruption, the crisis we now face has not been
caused by any underlying structural challenges in the economy. What’s
more, its impact has been almost immediate. And unlike previous crises,
although we do not have a specific date it looks as though we have
some idea of when the disruption will end.
This paper provides an overview of strategic approaches and tools that
will help companies come out of this phase poised to secure a marketdominant position. To plan realistically for aggressive growth during the
recovery, there are a few basic ideas we need to consider. These are
summarized in the following pages.
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PREPARING FOR THE NEW NORMAL
When we experience a crisis, we may be strongly tempted to focus our
attention on what was happening during the period that came right before
the crisis, the ‘Old Normal.’ We are also likely to be preoccupied with the
current impact of the crisis itself. This instinctive focus on the immediate
past and the present moment helps us understand what has happened
and is happening… but it deals only with the first two phases of the crisis,
the ‘before’ and the ‘during.’ These automatic reactions to the crisis fail to
take into account the future recovery phase.
1

This recovery phase, typically the phase that is least understood , is the
one that leaders need to focus on. Experience tells us that we get what
we plan for, so the first question we must address is this one: Do we have
a team focused on building our recovery plan? Not on getting back to
normal, not on crisis management, but on getting ready to succeed in the
new business environment we will eventually face.
Markets will change in profound ways; our job is to understand those
changes and adjust to them strategically.

The most critical factor will
be our ability to effectively
adapt to the “New Normal.”
TABLE OF CONTENTS
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FIVE FORCES THAT DRIVE MARKET CHANGE

ALSO KNOWN AS: STRATEGIC

OPPORTUNITIES FOR GROWTH
If we want to understand how new strategic landscapes are created,
we must be willing to examine emerging trends in the five main
competitive forces that drive market changes:
• Competitors

• Customer behavior

• New entrants

• Suppliers

• Substitution
These five forces have been the touchpoints of strategic planning since
2
Michael Porter defined them over forty years ago . Some identify them
as “sources of threat,” but they may be better understood as strategic
opportunities for growth. In assessing them via our recovery team, we
can get a clearer sense of how our markets are likely to change and,
just as important, how we plan to change.
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FIVE FORCES THAT DRIVE MARKET CHANGE (CONTINUED)

EXAMPLE:
One example of successful reinvention by changing the approach to a
market is that of aeroengine manufacturer Rolls Royce. Leaders there
shifted their focus from selling engines and then delivering spares and
service as an add-on, to creating the breakthrough idea of ‘Power by
the Hour.’ For a predetermined hourly per-engine rate, Rolls Royce took
over responsibility for all installations, evaluation, maintenance and
even decommissioning of engines. Airlines loved it. This breakthrough
“engines-as-a-service” idea totally changed the way Rolls Royce dealt
with its market and allowed a relatively small, single-product company
to become a world-beater. This idea was not created in isolation or as
the result of blue-sky thinking in a conference room; it was a strategic
response based on a close review of market changes, particularly in
customer attitudes and buying power.
Not many of us have the chance to entirely redesign our approach to the
market. Yet as sales leaders, we can keep an eye on important changes
in the competition, new entrants, substitution, customer behavior, and
supplier networks –and with those changes in mind, we can closely
review at least two of our critical resources: the processes that drive our
business (including the technology we use) and our people.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
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HIRING AND RECRUITING

Right People. Right Roles.
In the New Normal market, sales teams will be faced with a range of new
challenges. Speaking with many of our clients, we now hear clear evidence
of changes in how their customers will:
• Evaluate buying decisions and assess ROI
• Review in-house vs. outsourced activity as they refocus
on their core competencies
• Evaluate their supplier base, particularly in searching
for more innovative suppliers
These changes suggest that sales leaders need to accept that their current
processes for hiring and recruiting need to be re-examined.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
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HIRING AND RECRUITING (CONTINUED)

Right People. Right Roles.
The classic ‘hunter vs farmer’ dichotomy has been updated by the researchers at
3
OutMatch , who define four styles of selling via the matrix reproduced in Figure 1.
The two axes define a new way of looking at selling: one axis defines the length of
the sales cycle, while the other defines the degree to which the salesperson creates
a unique, customized solution (as opposed to fulfilling orders with an existing
one-size-fits-all product). This model presents a profound shift, one that demands
sharply varying skill sets. The market transition toward the OutMatch model is,
we believe, likely to accelerate sharply in the post-pandemic recovery phase.
As we move towards that phase, a major question for sales leaders shifts away
from ‘Do I have the right people?’ to ‘Do I have the right people in the right roles?’
We need to review what is needed
FIGURE 1
in terms of skill sets, and assess our
people so we can understand which of
the four OutMatch boxes we are filling,
and who provides the best fit.
In short, leaders need to accept that
there is a very high probability that the
New Normal sales landscape will call
for significant changes in recruiting
and retention priorities.
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THREE TRANSITIONS
In periods of major disruption, there are three shifts we nearly always
see in a sales team:
• Some people will leave of their own accord.
• Some will no longer have a role to fulfill
in the team and must go.
• Some will have to change their responsibilities.
Managing these transitions with minimal disruption will be an important
priority for sales leaders during the recovery phase. Critical to the
successful navigation of this period will be the willingness to address
some core questions that are too often overlooked or minimized. For
instance: How are you currently assessing your people and teams?
Can your assessment process be improved? Do your people possess
the requisite traits and skills that will ensure they can be successful
in the current market environment? Are they both willing and able to
do the job you design for them? The answers may not be familiar or
comfortable, but they must be identified.
Major disruptions have a way of speeding up history. Many of the
changes that will happen during the recovery phase would have or
should have happened months or even years before the crisis unfolded.
Using systems such as the ones created by OutMatch will take much of
the guesswork out of the most critical decisions, and go a long way to
helping sales leaders identify the ideal team.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
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Emerge stronger
from the crisis.

NEW PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
Critical new processes will be developed and adopted during the recovery
phase by those companies that emerge stronger from this crisis. Broadly
speaking, these will be processes that make better use of:
• Strategic planning tools
• Tactical sales engagement tools
Examples of strategic planning tools include:
• Revised plans for your most strategic accounts
• Updated and revised pursuit plans for your most critical deals, whose
priorities have likely now shifted since the onset of the crisis
• Engagement plans with your key channel partners to ensure you
are aligned and they are equally engaged
The tactical sales tools required will vary dramatically by market. One thing,
however, is certain: all members of the sales team now must carry the
responsibility for developing their markets in a more entrepreneurial way. Many
contributors lack the tools and skills required to do this, while some lack the
temperamental and behavioral profile to do so.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
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NEW PROCESS DEVELOPMENT (CONTINUED)
This expectation of a major shift in sales team focus toward deeper strategic
thinking will require more than just filling in a few new forms. It must be treated
as what it is: a major change initiative. Creating productive change in a team
4
involves no less than six stages (see Figure 2), and leaders should focus on
coaching their teams through each of these stages.
They should also expect resistance and pushback from team members
based on previous – and now irrelevant – expectations regarding how job
performance is to be appraised and compensated. Specifically, a major review
and overhaul of compensation plans is likely to be in order, so identifying the
right plan and winning buy-in for it will be one of the major challenges of the
recovery phase.
FIGURE 2
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OWNERSHIP OF THE TOTAL ADDRESSABLE MARKET
It is down to the sales team and its leadership to accept ownership of growth
in the face of the new, fluid, highly competitive landscape that is now emerging.
If we want to drive growth through the recovery, we need to move beyond
our existing comfort zones, look to where the new opportunities lie, set new
priorities, and create new action plans.
Specifically, sales leaders need to apply best-practice evaluations of their
markets to identify routes to growth, instead of responding to external changes
as they arise. That means creating a targeted market development plan.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
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Creating a targeted market
development plan.
THE KARE MODEL
To begin with we need to look at all the possible market opportunities open to us
and segment them using these four KARE criteria:
• Keep. Which segments, clients or channels offer
stable income, but limited growth?
• Attain. Where can you find the new growth?
Which clients can you win from your competition?
• Recapture. Where have you lost ground in the past
and can potentially recover now?
• Expand. Which of your current segments or accounts
offers the best chance for up-selling or cross-selling?
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THE KARE MODEL (CONTINUED)

Once we have done that, some essential questions remain to be answered.
• What pains and challenges are our current and future clients facing
and how can we profitably resolve them?
Addressing this question means moving away from focusing on what our
products and services do, and moving toward the identification of unique
value we can create for each segment.
• What people and tools can we apply to these opportunities?
We need not limit ourselves to the sales team in addressing this question.
Often, some of the most valuable people in customer service, customer
success, service or delivery teams are under-utilized in the drive for growth.
• How do we connect with the most important target markets?
Specifically, does our lead management strategy need to be revised? What
insights can our suppliers and our best customers share on this question?
TABLE OF CONTENTS
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Don’t wait until
you see results.
FOCUS ON THE LEADING INDICATORS
Waiting until we see results means waiting until it is too late. Results are
a consequence of previous activities. Leadership must look at quantifiable
behaviors and track the leading indicators that show how well, or poorly, the
organization is performing to effectively transition to the New Normal. Do not
simply track closed sales. Track the behaviors that deliver closed sales, and
closely watch the time-lines and direction the needle is moving.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We need a plan of our own
for navigating this new ground
or we will end up following
someone else’s.
Successful recovery from this crisis will not be a return to business
as usual. It will create entirely new dynamics in every market and will
increase the speed of positive changes that were already underway.
Every sales professional, sales leader and business leader will benefit
from looking at planning for the next recovery as a defining moment, one
requiring a hard look at both internal people and processes and at the
external market. This critical transition, successfully managed, will create
positive foundational changes that support scalable and sustainable
revenue growth over the next decade.
This scalable growth will be rooted in process innovation that leverages
critical market-facing strengths. Organizations that identify, invest in, and
deploy these strengths will emerge as the winners in the post-pandemic
phase of the global economy.
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TAKE ACTION
Sandler has developed a customizable Market Recovery and Development
Planning Process that can support leaders as they plan their way through
the next phase of their organization’s growth.
To learn more, email us at corporate.training@sandler.com.
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